Candlelit Labyrinth Walk at Armenian Heritage Park Provides Festive Illumination

With the theme of peace & harmony to guide them, visitors to the Armenian Heritage Park were invited to walk the labyrinth Sunday afternoon as well as participate in festive activities.

As the moon peeked out through the clouds, park regulars and newcomers mixed and mingled. “I'm here to honor the memory of my grandfather who would have been 96 years old today”, said Karen Colombosian, remarking on how these two special occasions had aligned. As she spoke, a procession had begun slowly winding their way along the labyrinth path covered, in places, by frosty white snow.
Tsoleen Sarian reflected: “For me, an event like this helps to create an opportunity for reflection amid the hustle and bustle of the holiday season. It’s a chance to find some quiet and encounter tranquility even with so much going on around us.”
Greeters invited the crowd to tie a colorful ribbon of their choice on the wishing tree. Tasty treats featuring hot chocolate and cookies helped to further sweeten the experience. “Ladies First” a capella group provided musical entertainment, with a medley of favorite songs and a sing-along.
While you’re here ... we have a favor to ask. Now in our 10th year, we are covering more community issues than ever before. We are thrilled that our readership has continued to grow rapidly. And unlike other news sites, we have decided to keep all our posts free and open to all. But, advertising doesn't bring in enough to pay for reporting or editorial work. We do it because we believe community news is important...
– and we think you do too. If everyone who reads this site, who likes it, puts in a bit to pay for it, then our future would be much more secure. We need your support to keep us going. Please contribute online at the links below or checks can be made out to North End Boston LLC, 343 Commercial St. #508, Boston 02109. Become a Patron for as little as $2/month to receive free rewards including neighborhood photo calendars, custom tote bags and special updates from the editor.

*Become a Patron (Rewards!)* or *Make a One-Time Contribution*
Every reader contribution, however big or small, is so valuable to our local organization. It only takes a minute. Thank you.